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ABSTRACT
Workflow is an important model for big data processing and resource
provisioning is crucial to the performance of workflows. Recently,
system variations in the cloud and large-scale clusters, such as
those in I/O and network performances, have been observed to
greatly affect the performance of workflows. Traditional resource
provisioning methods, which overlook these variations, can lead to
suboptimal resource provisioning results. In this paper, we provide
a general solution for workflow performance optimizations considering system variations. Specifically, we model system variations
as time-dependent random variables and take their probability
distributions as optimization input. Despite its effectiveness, this
solution involves heavy computation overhead. Thus, we propose
three pruning techniques to simplify workflow structure and reduce
the probability evaluation overhead. We implement our techniques
in a runtime library, which allows users to incorporate efficient
probabilistic optimization into existing resource provisioning methods. Experiments show that probabilistic solutions can improve the
performance by 51% compared to state-of-the-art static solutions
while guaranteeing budget constraint, and our pruning techniques
can greatly reduce the overhead of probabilistic optimization.
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INTRODUCTION

In many data-intensive applications, data processing jobs are often
modeled as workflows, which are sets of tasks connected according
to their data and computation dependencies. For example, Montage
workflow [20] is an astronomy-related big data application, which
processes sky mosaics data in the scale of hundreds of GBs. Large
companies such as Facebook, Yahoo, and Google frequently execute
ad-hoc queries and periodic batch jobs over petabyte-scale data
based on MapReduce (MR) workflows [30]. Those data-intensive
workflows are usually executed in large scale systems and resource
provisioning, which determines the size and type of resources
to execute workflow tasks, is important to the performance of
workflows and has been widely studied by existing work [14, 15, 18].
In many large-scale systems, variations have become the norm
rather than the exception [8, 27]. Variations can be caused by both
hardware and software reasons. For example, in supercomputer
architectures, the variation in power and temperature of the chips
can cause up to 16% performance variation between processors [1].
In cloud environments, network and I/O performances also show
significant variations due to user interferences [27]. Job failures
have been demonstrated to be variant and follow different kinds of
probability distributions for different systems [8]. These variations,
which have been ignored by most existing optimization methods,

raise new challenges to the resource provisioning problem of
workflows. In this paper, we focus on the cloud system, aiming
at proposing a general solution to incorporating system variations
for resource provisioning problems of workflows.
Why consider variations? Cloud providers offer various types
of instances (i.e., VMs) for users to select the most appropriate
resources to execute workflow tasks. Most existing resource provisioning methods assume that the execution time of each task is
static on a given type of VMs. However, this assumption does not
hold in the cloud, where cloud dynamics, such as the variations of
I/O and network performances, can result in major performance
variation [22, 27] to large-scale data processing workflows. We
analyzed several common resource provisioning problems for
workflows, and observed that the performance optimization goal
is usually nonlinearly related to the cloud dynamics in I/O and
network performance. Thus, traditional static optimizations (e.g.,
taking the average or expected I/O and network performance
as optimization input) can lead to suboptimal or even infeasible
solutions (theoretically explained in Section 3).
Why probabilistic method? Existing studies propose various
methods such as dynamic scheduling [10, 15] and stochastic modeling [2, 11] to address resource provisioning problems considering
cloud dynamics. However, these methods either rely on accurate
cloud performance estimation at runtime or involve complicated
modeling and analysis and thus hard to generalize. For example,
Adam et al. [2] employ the G/G/m queuing model for resource
provisioning of containerized web services in clouds, and Huang
et al. [11] address spot price dynamics based on Markov decision
processes. In this paper, we study a systematic and effective way of
incorporating cloud dynamics into resource provisioning of workflows. We model cloud dynamics as random variables and take their
probability distributions as optimization input to formulate resource
provisioning problems. This design has two main advantages. First,
it enables probabilistic analysis required by many problems with
system randomness, such as designing fault-tolerant scheduling
techniques for workflows in case of random system failures [25].
Second, it enables the derivation of probabilistic bounds [26] to
guarantee the worst-case performance of applications, while the
existing static methods only guarantee the average performance.
Why this paper? With the probabilistic representation of cloud
dynamics, traditional static resource provisioning methods cannot
be used directly. The main challenge is that using probability
distributions as optimization input leads to a significantly high
computation overhead due to the costly distribution calculations and
complex structures of data processing workflows. There exist some
techniques to improve the efficiency of probabilistic optimization
in various fields, such as efficient query evaluations in probabilistic
databases [5], accurate data processing with uncertain data [16]

and efficient probabilistic cluster scheduling with runtime uncertainty [23]. However, these techniques either rely on given probability distributions [16] or do not consider the special features of
workflow structure and resource provisioning problems [23], which
can help to more efficiently reduce the overhead of probabilistic
resource provisioning of workflows.
Contributions: We propose Prob to efficiently incorporate cloud
dynamics into resource provisioning for workflows, without any
assumption on the distribution of cloud dynamics. Prob has three
simple yet effective pruning techniques to reduce the overhead of
probabilistic optimizations. These techniques are designed based on
features of workflow structures and resource provisioning problems.
First, we identify that calculating the makespan of a workflow
is a common operation in many resource provisioning problems.
We propose pre-processing pruning to reduce the overhead of this
important calculation and hence reduce the overhead of probabilistic
optimizations. Second, we propose workflow-specific optimizations
using existing workflow transformations to reduce the overhead of
evaluating one resource provisioning solution. Third, we propose
a partial solution evaluation method and adopt an existing pruning
technique to reduce the overhead of comparing multiple solutions.
We develop a runtime library that includes all the pruning
techniques of Prob. Users can implement their existing resource
provisioning methods using Prob APIs to incorporate probabilistic
optimizations, in order to improve both the effectiveness and
efficiency of existing methods. We experimented with real-world
workflows on Amazon EC2 and with simulations to show the effectiveness of probabilistic optimizations and our pruning techniques.
Our experiments demonstrate up to 51% performance improvement
of probabilistic solutions compared to state-of-the-art static solutions.
The pruning techniques of Prob bring significant reduction to the
overhead of probabilistic solutions (e.g., 450x speedup compared to
the Monte Carlo (MC) method).
Goals and non-goals: Our goal is to propose an efficient interface
for existing resource provisioning methods to easily incorporate
probabilistic optimizations, rather than proposing a new resource
provisioning method. To show the generality of Prob, we use a
common workflow resource provisioning problem as use case and
discuss how Prob can improve the effectiveness of existing solutions.
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Figure 1: Cloud dynamics features observed on Amazon EC2.
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Figure 2: Cloud dynamics features on Windows Azure.
been proposed to optimize either the performance of workflows in
the cloud [8, 18] or the monetary cost/energy efficiency of workflows
with performance constraints [12, 14, 15].

2.2

Cloud Dynamics Terminology

In this paper, we study two kinds of variations, namely the I/O and
network performance variations, which are common in the cloud
and decisive to the performance of workflows (the CPU performance
is rather stable in the cloud [27]). We extend the analysis to other
system variation factors in our technical report [33]. Formally, we
define the I/O (network) performance dynamics as below.
D EFINITION 1. We view the I/O (network) bandwidth assigned
to a running task as a random variable (r.v.) X . The I/O (network)
bandwidth dynamics can be described with a probability distribution
(PDF) f X (x), which represents P(X = x).
The above definition greatly changes the formulation and solving
of resource provisioning problems for workflows in the cloud.
Consider a simple example of calculating the expected I/O time
of a task. With the static definition of I/O bandwidth as a scalar value
Í
bio (bio = x x · f X (x)), we have tio = dbio , where dio is the I/O
io
data volume of a task and tio is the I/O time. With our definition of
I/O bandwidth dynamics, the value of tio is also dynamic. Defining
the I/O time of the task with r.v. T , we can use the PDF of I/O
bandwidth to calculate the distribution of T as fT (t) = f X ( dtio ). The
Í
expected value of T is x dxio · f X (x) and can be different from the

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Data Processing Workflows
A data processing workflow (a job) can be described as a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) [7]. A vertex in the DAG represents a task in
the workflow while an edge represents the data dependency between
two tasks. A task in a workflow performs certain data transformation
to its input data. We adopt an existing approach [31] widely used
for data-intensive task execution time estimation, which calculates
the task execution time as the sum of the CPU, I/O and network
time. We define a virtual entry vertex and a virtual exit vertex in a
workflow. The entry vertex does nothing but staging input data of
the workflow while the exit vertex saves output results.
Resource provisioning for a workflow in the cloud decides the
number and types of cloud instances required for executing the
workflow. Performance is an important optimization metric for
resource provisioning of data-intensive workflows and can be highly
affected by resource provisioning decisions. Various methods have

result of the static method (i.e., Í xd·fio (x ) ).
X
x

2.3

Features of Cloud Performance Dynamics

We study the spatial and temporal features of cloud performance
dynamics in I/O and network. We demonstrate that the probability
distributions of performance dynamics are predictable in a short
period of time. We conduct the experiments on Amazon EC2 cloud.
More details about the measurements can be found in Section 5.
2

Spatial features. The performance of instances of the same type
can be modeled with similar/the same probability distributions.
Figure 1a shows the distributions of the sequential I/O performances
of four m1.large instances running on the same day, which follow
very similar distributions. We performed the measurements on over
100 instances and found consistent results.
Another observation is that, the probability distributions of
performances of different types of instances usually have similar
patterns with different parameters. Figure 1b and 1c show the
sequential I/O and network performance distributions of four
instance types, respectively. For each type, data are collected from
multiple instances over 1 day. The distributions have similar patterns
with different mean and variances. For example, the mean network
bandwidth is higher on more expensive instance types such as
m1.large and m1.xlarge and the performance variance is more severe
on cheap instance types such as m1.small and m1.medium.
Temporal features. The probability distributions of the cloud
performance are stable within a short time period. Figure 1d shows
the sequential I/O performance distributions of m1.large instances
measured on the 9th, 10th, 14th and 15th September, 2015, where
distributions in a short period of time are closer to each other in terms
of mean and variance. Quantitatively, we adopt the Bhattacharyya
distance [3], a commonly used statistical metric, to measure the
similarity of two distributions (smaller distance indicates higher
similarity). The distance between the I/O performance distribution
of the 9th and that of the 10th is only 0.03, while the distance between
the distributions of the 9th and the 14th is 0.1. This means that the
I/O performance distribution in a short period of time (e.g., one day)
is more stable than that in a longer period (e.g., five days). The same
observation has also been found on the network performances.
To demonstrate the generality of our observations, we perform
similar experiments on Windows Azure using three general purpose
instance types, namely A0, A1 and A2. Figure 2a demonstrates
that the spatial feature can also be observed on Azure, where
distributions of the sequential I/O performance of different instance
types follow similar patterns with different parameters. A1 has higher
performance variation than the other two types. We suspect it is
because A1 is the recommended type of Azure and thus has more
users. Figure 2b shows that the temporal feature also holds on Azure,
where the I/O performance distribution of A1 measured in Day 1 is
more similar to that of Day 2 than that of a longer period in Day 7.
Summary: The spatial and temporal predictability of cloud
dynamics verifies that it is feasible to represent cloud dynamics
using their distributions and adopt probabilistic methods to optimize
the resource provisioning problems.

3

type for each task in a workflow to minimize workflow execution
time while satisfying budget constraint.
Consider a workflow with N tasks running in a cloud with K
types of instances. The optimization variable of this problem is
vmi j , meaning assigning instance type j (j = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1) to task
i (i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1). The value of vmi j is 1 (i.e., task i is assigned
to instance type j) or 0 (otherwise). We denote the execution time of
task i on instance type j using r.v. Ti j with a probability distribution
fTi j (t). We denote the workflow execution time (i.e., makespan)
with r.v. Tw and calculate its distribution fTw (t) using the execution
time distributions of tasks on the critical path (denoted as CP). The
user-defined budget constraint is denoted as B, which includes the
instance rental cost and networking cost. The unit time rental price
of instance type j is denoted as U j . The networking cost of task i
i . E[X ] denotes
transferring data to its child tasks is denoted as Cnet
the expected value of a r.v. X . We formulate the problem as below.
Õ Õ
min E[Tw ] = min E[
Ti j × vm i j ]

s.t.

Õ Õ
i
{
E[Ti j ] × vm i j × U j + C ne
t} ≤ B
i
j
Õ
vm i j = 1, ∀i ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1
j

3.2

(2)
(3)

A Static Solution

The budget-constrained scheduling problem has been widely studied [14, 18] using either heuristics or model-based methods.
However, most of them assume static task execution time during
the optimization. We first introduce a traditional static approach
for the budget-constrained scheduling problem, and discuss how to
incorporate cloud dynamics next.
We adopt an existing method [32] which formulates resource
provisioning problems as search problems, and adopt generic search
or more efficient A⋆ search to find a good solution. We choose this
algorithm for its generality. We briefly present the behavior of the
search algorithm as below (see also Algorithm 1).
A state s in the solution space is modeled as a N -dimensional
vector, where si stands for the instance type assigned to task i.
Correspondingly, vmi j equals to 1 if j = si and 0 if otherwise.
It searches the solution space in a BFS-like manner. Each found
solution is evaluated using Equation 1 for the optimization goal and
Equation 2 for the budget constraint. The static optimizations take the
expected I/O and network performance as input to estimate the task
execution time. That means, Ti j is only a scalar value and computing
Equation 1 and 2 is light-weight. After evaluating a solution, we
compare it with the best found solution and keep the one with better
evaluation result while meeting the constraint. The search process
terminates if the entire solution space has been traversed or a predefined number of iterations has been reached.

PROBABILISTIC APPROACH IS NEEDED

As a motivating example, we present a common resource provisioning problem for workflows in the cloud. We first present an existing
solution [32] to this problem under static performance notions and
then discuss our solution considering cloud dynamics. We show that
cloud dynamics can greatly affect the optimization effectivenesses.
All the mathematical proofs can be found in our technical report [33].

3.1

(1)

j i ∈C P

3.3

A Probabilistic Method

To incorporate cloud dynamics into the static method, we have
made two efforts. First, we take the I/O and network performance
dynamics of instance type j to estimate the probability distribution of
Ti j . Second, whenever Ti j is used in the search process, we perform
probabilistic calculations on distributions, e.g., adding task execution
time distributions to obtain path execution time distribution, finding
the maximum execution time distribution of multiple paths (i.e.,
finding the critical path) to evaluate the optimization goal in

Budget-Constrained Scheduling Problem

Cloud providers offer multiple instance types with different capabilities and prices. In this problem, we aim to select a suitable instance
3

time calculated using the static and probabilistic methods are 251.5
and 271.6, respectively. Thus, the under-estimation problem is more
severe for workflows with complex structures and it is important to
consider cloud dynamics for resource provisioning of workflows.
Probabilistic optimization is costly. A straight-forward way to
implement probabilistic optimization is to use the sampling-based
Monte Carlo (MC) approach, which calculates all possible results
using input probability distributions. For example, to obtain the sum
distribution of Equation 4, we perform M times of MC calculations.
In each calculation, we randomly sample values from the discretized
distributions f X (x) and fY (y) to get a possible result of the sum.
After the M times calculations, we can create the sum distribution
using the M calculated sum results. Thus, the time complexity of
adding two task execution time distributions is O(M) and for adding
n tasks is O((n − 1)M). Note that M is usually very large to achieve
good accuracy. For a workflow with complex structure and a large
number of tasks, the time complexity for calculating the workflow
execution time distribution is high. Similarly, with the MC approach,
the time complexity of calculating the maximum distribution is
O(M) and of comparing two evaluation metric distributions is O(M 2 ).
Thus, the computation overhead of probabilistic optimization is
prohibitively high due to the large M, complex workflow structures
and costly distribution comparisons.
In summary, probabilistic distributions improve the effectiveness
of workflow optimizations in dynamic clouds while causing a large
overhead. This motivates us to develop an effective and efficient
approach for resource provisioning of workflows in the cloud.

Figure 3: An example of probabilistic optimizations.
Equation 1, and comparing evaluation metric distributions of two
found solutions to find a good solution.
The distribution addition with two independent r.v., e.g., Z =
X + Y , can be calculated as below.
f Z (z) =

∞

∫

fY (z − x )f X (x ) dx

(4)

−∞

Finding the maximum distribution of two independent r.v., e.g.,
Z = max {X , Y }, can be calculated as below. F X (x) and FY (y) are the
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of X and Y , respectively.
f Z (z) =

d
FY (z)F X (z) = FY (z)f X (z) + F X (z)fY (z)
dz

(5)

We adopt the following definition to compare two evaluation
metric distributions. Given two independent r.v. X and Y , we have
X > Y if P(X > Y ) > 0.5, where
P (X > Y ) =

∫

∞∫ ∞

−∞

y

f X (x )fY (y) dx dy

(6)

4

Figure 3 gives a concrete example to show the difference
between static and probabilistic optimizations. Consider the budgetconstrained scheduling for a workflow with four tasks. The execution
time distributions of tasks have been calculated using I/O and
network performance distributions, as shown in the table. There
are 2 paths in the workflow. To optimize workflow performance, we
need to identify the critical path and schedule tasks on the critical
path to more powerful VMs. We make the following observations.
Probabilistic optimization is more effective. With the traditional static method, the expected lengths of edges are used for
evaluations and path 2 is returned as the critical path with a length
of 251.5. With our probabilistic method (introduced in details in
Section 4), we first calculate the length distributions of the two
paths and then calculate the maximum of the two distributions.
Given the length distributions of path 1 and 2 (denoted as T®1 and T®2 ,
respectively), the expected length of the critical path is 257.4. The
probability of path 2 being the critical path is only 0.48. Theoretically,
this observation is supported by the following lemma, which shows
that for parallel structured workflows, static methods using average
task execution time as input always under-estimate the expected
workflow execution time.

DESIGN OF PROB

We propose a probabilistic optimization approach named Prob for
incorporating cloud dynamics into workflow optimizations. We
introduce three simple yet effective pruning stages in Prob to address
the large overhead of probabilistic optimizations caused by complex
workflow structures and costly calculations and comparisons of
distributions. First, calculating the makespan of a workflow is a
common operation in many resource provisioning problems of
workflows. Thus, we propose pre-processing pruning to reduce
the overhead of this important calculation and hence reduce the
overhead of probabilistic optimizations. This stage is an offline
optimization stage, as a workflow only needs to be optimized once
and for all. Second, we propose workflow-specific optimizations
using existing workflow transformation techniques to reduce the
overhead of evaluating one resource provisioning solution. Third, we
propose two pruning techniques to reduce the overhead of comparing
multiple solutions. The latter two stages are called at the runtime of
solution search process.

4.1

Pre-Processing

Calculating the execution time of a workflow is a common operation
in many resource provisioning problems of workflows. Due to cloud
dynamics, the execution time of a workflow is represented as a
random variable. To obtain its probability distribution, we first
decompose a workflow into a set of paths starting from the entry
to the exit task of the workflow. The execution time distribution
of the workflow is the maximum of execution time distributions
of all paths in the set. We further propose a critical path pruning
and a path binding technique to reduce the number of paths in
the set and hence reduce the overhead of calculating workflow

L EMMA 1. Given two independent r.v. X and Y , for the r.v. Z =
max {X , Y }, we have E[Z ] ≥ max {E[X ], E[Y ]}.
For workflows with complex structures, the estimation errors
of static methods can accumulate and lead to more inaccurate or
even incorrect optimization results. Consider the above example
with a workflow structured as two of the same workflow in
Figure 3 standing in parallel. The expected workflow execution
4

Formally, the path binding technique binds two paths with the
same length L in the following way. We compare each node of one
path with the node in the same position of the other path in order. If
the i-th nodes (i = 0, . . . , L − 1) are the same, they are adopted as the
i-th node of the binded path. Otherwise, we bind the i-th nodes of
the paths as one node, the execution time of which is the maximum
of the i-th nodes of the two paths. Assume there are k binded nodes
in the binded path, the calculations saved by binding the two paths
is L − k − 1. We iteratively select two paths in S ′ with the best gain
to bind until no gain can be further obtained or the largest number of
iterations have been reached. This technique is especially useful for
data processing workflows such as MR jobs, where the input data
partitions go through the same levels of processing (i.e., all paths
have the same length). The expected time complexity of this pruning
is O(|S ′ |ln|S ′ | × L), where L is the average length of paths in S ′ .
Note that the pre-processing only needs to be applied once at
offline time and the results can be reused for different resource
provisioning problems of the same workflow structure.

Figure 4: Example of pre-processing using Montage workflow.
execution time distribution. In Figure 4, we use the structure of a
real-world scientific workflow named Montage [24] to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the two pruning techniques.
Given a workflow, we can easily enumerate all paths in the
workflow using depth-first search in O(2V ) time, where V is the
number of vertices in the workflow. Although the exponential time
complexity is not ideal, the pre-processing optimization is at offline
time and only has to be performed once for a given workflow
structure. The pre-processing results can be used for all further
optimization problems of the same workflow structure. Assume all
paths from the entry task to the exit task are stored in a set S. We
introduce the following two techniques to reduce the size of S.
Critical Path Pruning. This technique eliminates the paths that
are impossible to be the critical path from S. For example, in Figure 4,
as the execution time of path P2 must be shorter than that of P1 ,
clearly P2 is not the critical path. Similarly, path P48 is impossible to
be the critical path due to P 47 . We can eliminate such paths from S
and reduce the size of S from 48 to 44. We denote the set of paths
after pruning as S ′ .
The critical path pruning follows the following rule: given any
two paths P 1 and P2 between the entry and exit tasks of a DAG,
if the set of nodes in P 1 is a subset of that in P 2 , P1 is not the
critical path. We order all paths in S according to their lengths, and
iteratively compare the longest path with the ones shorter than it
using the above rule. The expected time complexity of this technique
is O(|S |ln|S | × L), where L is the average length of paths in S.
Path Binding. Given S ′ in Figure 4, we need in total 352 distribution additions to evaluate path distributions and 43 distribution
maximum operations to obtain workflow execution time distribution.
However, we find that when evaluating P1′ and P2′ separately, many
of the distribution additions are repetitive. By binding P 1′ with
P2′ , we can reduce the overhead from 16 distribution additions
to 8 distribution additions and one operation on calculating the
maximum distribution of task 4 and 5. We can apply the binding to
all paths in S ′ and reconstruct them to a single path as shown in S ′′ .
With S ′′ , the overhead of calculating the workflow execution time
distribution is reduced to 8 distribution additions and 11 distribution
maximum operations. As the distribution addition and maximum
operations have the same time complexity with the MC method, path
binding reduces the overhead of calculating workflow execution time
distribution by 95%.

4.2

Workflow-Specific Optimizations

After the pre-processing stage, evaluating a found solution, namely
calculating the execution time distribution of a workflow according
to the instance configurations indicated by the solution, is simplified
to calculating the distributions of several paths. The workflow
execution time distribution is calculated as the maximum distribution
of all path distributions.
We decompose the calculation of workflow execution time
distribution to two constructive operations, namely ADD and MAX.
The ADD operation can be applied to the distributions of two
dependent tasks while the MAX operation can be applied to the
distributions of two parallel tasks or two paths from the preprocessing result. We define ADD and MAX as binary operators,
which operate on two probability distributions at a time. To apply
ADD and MAX on n (n > 2) distributions, we perform the operators
n − 1 times. For example, the execution time distribution of path P2
in Figure 4 can be calculated as
PDFP2 =ADD(ADD(ADD(ADD(ADD(PDF0, PDF12 ),
PDF16 ), PDF17 ), PDF18 ), PDF19 )

(7)

where PDFi denotes the execution time distribution of task i on the
instance type assigned by the current evaluated solution.
The calculation of ADD and MAX operations are introduced in
Equations 4 and 5, respectively. As discussed in Section 3, a straightforward implementation for ADD and MAX is to use the samplingbased MC method. However, this implementation can lead to a large
overhead due to complex workflow structures and the large sampling
size. Thus, we adopt two existing workflow transformation optimizations to reduce the overhead while preserving the correctness of
ADD and MAX operations.
For many resource provisioning problems of workflows, existing
studies have proposed various workflow transformations to simplify
workflow structures, such as task bundling [17] and task clustering [28]. Both operations attempt to increase the computational
granularity of workflows and reduce the resource provisioning
overhead. In this paper, we discuss the two operations from the
perspective of probabilistic optimizations.
Optimizing ADD with task bundling. Task bundling treats two
pipelined tasks with the same assigned instance type as one task, and
5

schedules them onto the same instance sequentially. For example, in
Figure 4, we can bundle tasks 10 and 11 in P1′′ as one task when they
have the same assigned instance type. Task bundling can increase
instance utilization and reduce the amount of data transfer between
dependent tasks. This technique gives us the opportunity to reduce
the overhead of ADD operation.
When applying the ADD operation on two tasks, if the tasks
satisfy the requirement of task bundling, we can directly generate
the resulted distribution using the I/O and network profiles of the
two tasks without calculating their distributions separately. With the
naive MC implementation, the number of computations of the ADD
operation is 3M, which includes the computations for generating
execution time distributions of two tasks and the computations for
calculating the sum distribution. M is the number of MC calculations
as mentioned in section 3.3. After applying task bundling, the
number of computations of ADD is reduced to M.
Optimizing MAX with task clustering. In many data processing
workflows, the data volume to be processed is huge. The execution
is usually in a data parallel manner. Data are divided into a large
number of partitions with equal sizes and are processed in parallel
with many tasks. We denote those parallel tasks as equivalent tasks.
In scientific workflows, tasks on the same level, using the same
executable for execution and having the same predecessors are
identified as equivalent tasks. In MR workflows, we can easily
identify the map/reduce tasks on the same level as equivalent tasks.
Task clustering groups two equivalent tasks assigned to the same
instance type as one task and schedules them onto the same instance
for parallel execution. For example, in Figure 4, tasks 12 to 15 in P1′′
can be identified as equivalent tasks and grouped as one task with
three times of clustering. Note that, the four tasks cannot be viewed
as equivalent tasks before the pre-processing (e.g., in S and S ′ ), since
they have different predecessors. The task clustering technique offers
opportunity to reduce the overhead of MAX operation.
As equivalent tasks have the same (or similar) resource requirements and are executed on the same instance in parallel, we can
use the execution time distribution of one of the equivalent tasks to
represent the distribution of the clustered task. This can be verified
with Lemma 1, where E[max {X , Y }] = E[X ] = E[Y ] when X and
Y are the same random variable. However, we must consider the
performance degradation of the clustered tasks due to resource
contention. Thus, when applying the MAX operation on two tasks,
if they satisfy the requirement of task clustering, we use f X ( x2 ) to
represent the resulted distribution assuming f X (x) is the execution
time distribution of one of the two tasks. With this optimization,
we reduce the overhead of MAX from O(M) to O(1). The number
of equivalent tasks to be clustered is determined by the resource
capacity of the instance and the resource requirement of tasks.

4.3

existing pruning in probabilistic database to reduce the overhead of
solution comparisons.
Partial solution evaluation. As the purpose of solution evaluations is to compare their quality and find a good one, we propose
a partial solution evaluation technique to avoid fully evaluating
two solutions while guaranteeing the same solution comparison
result. When evaluating two solutions s and s ′ , we only calculate the
distributions of tasks with different configurations in s and s ′ (i.e., ∀i
where si , si′ ). Comparing the partially evaluated distribution of s
with that of s ′ gives the same result as comparing the fully evaluated
distributions. This property is guaranteed by Lemma 2.
L EMMA 2. Given two r.v. X and Y , assume X > Y . Then we have
д(X , Z ) > д(Y , Z ) for any r.v. Z independent from X and Y , where
д(·) is either ADD or MAX.
Consider two solutions s and s ′ for the workflow in Figure 4.
Assume s differs from s ′ on the configurations of task 10 and 11.
With the partial evaluation, s ′ results in shorter workflow execution
time than s if
′

′

P (ADD(PDFs10, PDFs11 ) > ADD(PDFs10, PDFs11 )) > 0.5

PDFsi

(8)

′
PDFsi

where
and
are the execution time distributions of task
i on the instance type assigned by s and s ′ , respectively. In this way,
we reduce the overhead of comparing the two solutions from 38
probabilistic operations (either ADD or MAX) and one distribution
comparison to two ADD and one distribution comparison.
Assume we visit in total n solutions during the solution search
process, the overhead of full solution evaluations would be O(n ×
(N −1)×M), where N is the number of tasks in a workflow. With our
partial evaluation technique, assume the average number of different
configurations in a pair of solutions is N ′ , the overhead of solution
evaluations is reduced to O(2n × (N ′ − 1) × M). For many resource
provisioning algorithms, such as the search algorithm introduced in
Section 3.2, adjacent solutions on the search tree only differ by a
few configurations (i.e., N ′ ≪ N2 ). Thus, partial solution evaluation
can greatly reduce solution search overhead. This pruning can be
disabled when comparing two solutions where half of the tasks are
assigned with different configurations.
Distribution comparison pruning. After solution evaluations
(either partial or full), we repeatedly use Equation 6 for distribution
comparisons during solution search process. The complexity of
one distribution comparison is O(M 2 ), which is extremely high due
to the large sampling size M. Thus, we adopt an existing pruning
technique [5] in probabilistic database to prune the unnecessary
calculations of Equation 6. The basic idea is described as below.
Assume random variable X (resp. Y ) has the lower and upper
bound of X .l (resp. Y .l) and X .r (resp. Y .r ), respectively. With
Equations 9 and 10, we can estimate the lower bound or upper bound
of P(X > Y ). If the lower bound is greater than 0.5 or the upper
bound is less than 0.5, we can prune the calculation of Equation 6.

Distribution-Specific Optimizations

Given two resource provisioning solutions (i.e., two vectors of
instance configurations for each task in the workflow), we evaluate
each solution and compare their evaluation metric distributions to
find a good solution. In the above, we have proposed to reduce
the overhead of evaluating one solution. In this subsection, we
mainly focus on reducing the overhead of solution comparisons
to reduce the overhead of probabilistic optimizations. Specifically,
we propose a partial solution evaluation technique and adopt an
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If X .l ≤ Y .r ≤ X .r, P (X > Y ) ≥ 1 − F X (Y .r )

(9)

If X .l ≤ Y .l ≤ X .r, P (X > Y ) ≤ 1 − F X (Y .l )

(10)

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 5 shows the integration of Prob in existing data processing
systems (e.g., Hadoop). We introduce two main design details of
Prob. First, Prob stores system states (e.g., cloud performance
6

Table 1: Description of APIs in the runtime library.
API

Parameter

V (P®)
←
PreProcessing(W , s, t )

W : The workflow to
be optimized
s , t : Source and target node ID
P : The path to be
optimized
P a , Pb : Two probability distributions

P ′ ←TaskBundling(P)
P ′ ←TaskClustering(P)
Pc ← Max(Pa, Pb )
Pc ← Add(Pa, Pb )
p ← Compare(Pa, Pb )
(P1, P 2 )
←
PartialEval(s1, s2 )

Figure 5: System overview
calibrations) and maintains the histograms (i.e., discrete distributions) of cloud dynamics. Those distributions are taken as input
by Prob-enabled system schedulers to find the optimal resource
provisioning solution. Second, Prob offers a runtime library which
exposes the probabilistic operations (e.g., ADD and MAX) and
pruning techniques designed for resource provisioning problems
of workflows. Existing schedulers of data processing systems can
call the APIs in the library when implementing their resource
provisioning methods to incorporate probabilistic optimizations.
The data processing system schedules jobs to the cloud resources
according to the optimized resource provisioning solutions.

s 1, s 2 : Two found solutions

Return
V (P®): A set of paths P® starting from s to t in the workflow W

P ′ : The path after optimization
Pc : The max/sum distribution of P a , Pb
p : Probability of P a > Pb
P1, P2 : Evaluated distributions of s 1 and s 2

Maintenance of Probability Distributions

current window is the same as that of the previous window. We
update system state calibrations at the end of every window.
To this method, one important parameter is the window size. Different kinds of cloud dynamics may have different suitable window
sizes. For each dynamics factor, we calculate the Bhattacharyya
distance [3] between the real and predicted distributions for different
window sizes using historical data. We select the window size which
generates the shortest Bhattacharyya distance for the window-based
distribution prediction. According to our sensitivity studies, we set
this parameter to one day by default for cloud I/O and network
performance distributions.

As optimization inputs, we consider two types of system states,
including 1) instance-related states such as price, CPU, I/O and
network performances and 2) job-related states such as job start
time and finish time. Prob collects those states from the cloud and
maintains the data in an online and lightweight manner.
Data collection. System states are calibrated and updated periodically. Instance-related states are measured from the cloud platform
by opportunistically taking the idle time of running instances. As the
CPU performance is rather stable in the cloud, we mainly focus
on calibrating I/O and network performances. We measure the
sequential I/O reads performance (reads and writes have similar
performances) of local disks with hdparm and the network bandwidth
between two instances with Iperf [13]. Job-related states can be
obtained either by a piggyback measurement of the execution time
during workflow executions, or a regular “heartbeat” measurement
if there is no chance for piggyback measurements. The benefit is
that, we can obtain some history data as a by-product of workflow
executions without additional cost.
Data maintenance. A naive sampling method for the MC
implementation can be extremely inefficient to achieve a high
accuracy. To make the distribution calculations more efficient, we
maintain system state calibrations in the form of histograms and
adopt a nonuniform sampling method to reduce the sampling size
while preserving the desired optimization accuracy. The number
of bins in a histogram is carefully selected to balance the tradeoff between optimization accuracy and overhead. Based on our
sensitivity studies, we set this parameter to 200 by default. We
discretize the distributions of system state values with nonuniform
intervals, where more samples are taken at variable values with
higher probability. Assume that the sample size for a r.v. X is N ,
then for ∀x i (i ∈ 0 . . . , N − 2), we have P(x i+1 ) − P(x i ) = N1 .
Data update. Cloud dynamics histograms are used by Prob for
probabilistic evaluations of solutions. We adopt a window-based
method to predict the distributions of cloud dynamics in the future.
We simply assume that the distribution of a dynamics factor in the

We develop a runtime library to expose the pruning techniques of
Prob. Table 1 summarizes the three types of APIs in the library.
Pre-processing APIs. We provide the PreProcessing() API,
which implements the path enumeration, critical path pruning and
path binding optimizations. It takes a workflow, a source node and a
target node as input and returns a set of paths from the source node
to the target node as output. The output paths are candidates of the
critical path. This API can be called before the solution search.
Workflow-related APIs. We provide four APIs for the workflowspecific optimizations. The TaskBundling() and TaskClustering()
APIs implement task bundling and task clustering optimizations,
respectively. Each API takes a path as input, and return the optimized
path with bundled/clustered nodes as output. The Max() and Add()
APIs take two probability distributions as input and return their
maximum and sum distributions as output, respectively. These APIs
are useful for implementing the solution evaluation logic with
performance objectives, e.g., calculating the workflow execution
time distribution.
Distribution-related APIs. The PartialEval() API takes two
found solutions as input and returns their partial evaluation results as
output. The outputs can be used to compare the relative optimality
of the two solutions. The comparison can be performed with the
Compare() API, which takes two probability distributions as input
and return their comparison result as output. Users can utilize the
APIs to implement the solution searching logic, e.g., comparing the
evaluations of found solutions to find a good one.
We take the budget-constrained scheduling problem as an example
to show how users can modify their existing method using provided
APIs. Algorithm 1 shows the modifications users need to make when
incorporating probabilistic optimizations (right) into the existing
search algorithm [32] introduced in Section 3.2 (left). Users mainly
need to modify their state evaluation logics using our APIs (partial
solution evaluation is omitted for clarity of presentation). Given a

5.1

5.2
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Runtime Library

workflow W to optimize, users first call the PreProcessing() API to
get a pruned set of critical paths P (Line 2). Given a found solution,
users assign the instance configurations to each task of the workflow
and call the TaskBundling() and TaskClustering() APIs to simplify
the paths (Line 7). Note that, for fair comparison, we implement
the pre-processing, task bundling and task clustering optimizations
for both methods. The Add() and Max() APIs are used to evaluate
the distributions of paths and the distribution of workflow (Line
8-15). Lines 17-19 show how to use the Compare() API to maintain
the best found solution. With the APIs in the runtime library, users
need little changes (highlighted with underlines) to their existing
implementation in order to enable probabilistic optimizations.

(a) Tight budget

Algorithm 1 Static (left) and probabilistic (right) algorithms for
budget-constrained scheduling on workflow W .
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Preserve the best solution CurBest ;
P = PreProcessing(W , entry, exit );
...
▷ State traversal
Given a solution s , assign instance configurations in s to each task in W ;
Initialize workflow execution time as time =
0;
for each path in P do
TaskBundling(TaskClustering(path));
Initialize the length of path as t = 0;
for each task tk on path do

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
t = t + t tk ;
13:
if t ≥ time then
14:
time = t ;
15:
16: . . .
▷ Evaluate the expected cost
17: if cost ≤ B then
18:
if time < CurBest.time then
19:
20:
CurBest = s ;
21: . . .
▷ Go back to state traversal
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Preserve the best solution CurBest ;
P = PreProcessing(W , entry, exit );
...
▷ State traversal
Given a solution s , assign instance configurations in s to each task in W ;
Define workflow execution time distribution
Time;
for each path in P do
TaskBundling(TaskClustering(path));
Define the length distribution of path as T ;
for each task tk on path do
if tk is the first task in path then
T = Ttk ;
else T = Add(T , Ttk );

(b) Loose budget

Figure 6: Normalized results of budget-constrained scheduling
problem. Cross marks stand for budget violations.
Table 2: Hours/costs of different instance types used during one
CyberShake execution under loose budget.
Average
Worst-case
Prob

if path is the first path in P then
Time = T ;
else Time = Max(Time, T )

m1.medium
0
0
0

m1.large
161h/$28.4
0
169h/$29.6

m1.xlarge
16h/$5.7
0
0

and group-by operators. The input data size is around 500GB (the
scale factor is 500) and is stored on the local HDFS. A Hive query is
usually composed of several MR jobs. Q1 is composed of two MR
jobs and Q9 is composed of seven MR jobs.
Implementation. We conduct our experiments on both real
clouds and simulator to study the workflow optimization problems
in a controlled and in-depth manner. On Amazon EC2, we utilize
an existing workflow management system [7] to execute scientific
workflows, and deploy Hadoop and Hive to run the TPC-H queries.
We adopt an existing cloud simulator [32] designed based on
CloudSim [4] to simulate the dynamic cloud environment. As
CyberShake is not open-sourced, we use trace-driven simulations
for all CyberShake evaluations.
Parameter setting. In each experiment, we submit 100 jobs for
each workflow with job arrival time in a Poisson distribution (λ = 0.1
by default), which is sufficiently large for measuring the stable
performance. We use four types of Amazon EC2 instances with
different prices and computational capabilities, including m1.small,
m1.medium, m1.large and m1.xlarge. We compare Prob with two
static algorithms named Average and Worst-case, which optimize
the performance of workflows using the expected and the 99-th
percentile of cloud dynamics distributions, respectively. The static
algorithms adopt the search method [32] as shown in Algorithm 1.
max
We set a loose budget and a tight budget as Bmin +3B
and
4
3Bmin +Bmax
,
respectively,
where
B
and
B
are
the
expected
min
max
4
cost of executing all tasks in the workflow on m1.small instances
and on m1.xlarge instances, respectively. Given a budget, we run the
compared algorithms for 100 times and compare average monetary
cost and execution time results.

...
▷ Evaluate the expected cost
if cost ≤ B then
if Compare(CurBest.Time, Time) > 0.5
then
CurBest = s ;
...
▷ Go back to state traversal

EVALUATIONS

We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of Prob using the budgetconstraint scheduling problem as an example. Experiments on more
use cases can be found in our technical report [33]. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of probabilistic optimizations, we compare existing
state-of-the-art workflow optimization approaches with and without
Prob incorporation. For efficiency, we compare the optimization
overhead of Prob with the overhead of MC. We run the compared
approaches on a machine with 24GB DRAM and a 6-core Intel Xeon
CPU. Workflows are executed on Amazon EC2 or a cloud simulator.

6.1

m1.small
0
507h/$22.3
0

Experimental Setup

Data processing workflows. We consider data processing workflows from scientific and data analytics applications, denoted as
scientific and MR workflows, respectively. They are important
applications in HPC and Big Data areas.
The tested scientific workflows include the I/O-intensive Montage
workflow and data-intensive CyberShake workflow. We create
Montage workflows with 10,567 tasks each using Montage source
code. The input data are the 2MASS J-band images covering 8degree by 8-degree areas [20]. Since CyberShake is not opensourced, we construct synthetic workflows with 1000 tasks each
using the widely used workflow generator [24].
The MR workflows include two TPC-H queries, Q1 and Q9,
expressed as Hive programs. Q1 is a relatively simple selection
query, and Q9 involves multiple joins. Both queries have order-by
8

Table 3: Differences between Prob and Average on the expected
execution time from entry task to each level of Q9.
level
diff. (%)

(a) Execution time

1
7.4

2
9.4

3
10.5

4
13.7

5
15.9

6
18.3

7
21.5

8-13
27.6

performance in the cloud, so that budget constraints can be satisfied
and better optimization results can be obtained.

(b) Monetary cost

Figure 7: Cumulative distributions of normalized execution
time and monetary cost of Cybershake under loose budget.

6.2

0
4.8

6.3

Comparison with MC

We compare Prob with MC method (Section 3.3) to evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our pruning techniques.
Effectiveness. We calculate the average ratio of optimized results
between Prob and MC. The calculated ratio is 1.05, which means
that Prob achieves a close optimization result as MC and thus
demonstrates the effectiveness of Prob. This is mainly due to the
fact that all pruning techniques in Prob can theoretically guarantee
that the input probability distributions remain the same or similar
after optimizations.
Efficiency. The average optimization overhead of Prob are 2.5s,
1.7s, 6.1s and 7.0s for Montage, CyberShake, Q1 and Q9 workflows,
respectively. The average speedup over MC is 450x. We take a
closer look at our pruning techniques to evaluate their individual
effectiveness on reducing the overhead of Prob. With the preprocessing operations, the number of paths enumerated in a workflow
can be greatly reduced. For example, the pre-processing operation
reduces the number of paths from 219, 452 to one for the Montage
workflow. The workflow-specific optimizations can reduce the path
distribution evaluation overhead by 20% on average. The partial
solution evaluation can reduce solution search overhead up to 78%.
The above observations demonstrate that, our pruning techniques
can greatly reduce the optimization overhead while maintaining the
effectiveness of probabilistic optimizations.

Optimization Effectiveness

Figure 6a and 6b show the average execution time and monetary cost
optimization results of the compared algorithms when the budget
is set to tight and loose, respectively. The execution time results
are normalized to that of Prob and the monetary cost results are
normalized to the budget. In the following, the error bars show the
standard deviation of the results. We have the following observations.
Compared to Worst-case, Prob obtains better performance results
while satisfying the budget constraint under all settings. Prob reduces
the expected execution time of Montage, CyberShake, Q1 and Q9
by 51%, N/A, 36% and N/A under the tight budget, and by 24%,
37%, 19% and 26% under the loose budget. Worst-case cannot find
a feasible solution for CyberShake and Q9 under the tight budget
because these two workflows are more data- and network-intensive.
As Worst-case tends to over-estimate the average execution time of
workflows, it always chooses cheaper instance types than Prob to
guarantee the budget, as shown in Table 2. The improvement of Prob
over Worst-case is larger when the budget is tight. This is because
cheap instances are chosen when the budget is tight and performance
variations of workflows are more severe on cheap instances.
Compared to Average, Prob is able to guarantee the budget
constraint under all settings. The Average method tends to underestimate the expected execution time of workflows. As a result,
the monetary cost estimated by Average for each found solution is
lower than the real cost. Differences between the cost estimated by
Prob and Average during solution search for Montage, CyberShake,
Q1 and Q9 are up to 2%, 14%, 12% and 20%, respectively, under
the tight budget. Under-estimation of the cost leads to infeasible
solutions due to budget violations, as illustrated by the cross marks
in Figure 6a and 6b. To further understand the impact of cloud
dynamics to Average, we show the cumulative distributions of the
monetary cost and execution time results of Cybershake under the
loose budget. As shown in Figure 7b, among the 100 times of
executions, only around 70% of results obtained by Average satisfy
the budget constraint (i.e., normalized cost ≤ 1) while Prob can
100% guarantee the budget constraint.
Average performs especially poor on Q9 due to several reasons.
First, due to the all-to-all structure of MR workflows, there are a large
number of MAX operations when calculating the workflow execution
time, which causes large errors with the static methods. Second, Q9
is composed of seven MR jobs, which is more complicated than Q1.
The errors obtained on each level of Q9 accumulate and thus make
Average seriously violating the budget constraint. Table 3 shows the
differences between Prob and Average on the expected execution
time from the entry to each level of the Q9 workflow structure.
The above observations demonstrate that, considering cloud
performance dynamics gives more accurate estimations of workflow
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RELATED WORK

Workflow optimizations in the cloud. Performance and cost optimizations for data-centric workflows in the cloud have been widely
studied [14, 15, 18]. Mao et al. [18] proposed an auto-scaling method
to maximize workflow performance in the cloud under budget
constraints. Malawski et al. [15] propose to optimize for workflow
ensembles under both budget and deadline constraints. Kllapi et
al. [14] proposed a generic optimizer for both constrained and
skyline optimization problems of dataflows in the cloud. However,
none of them has considered the impact of cloud dynamics.
Dynamic cloud environment. Many existing works have studied
the performance dynamics in the cloud. Previous works have
demonstrated significant variances on the cloud performance [9, 27].
The distribution model (histogram) is also adopted in the previous
work [27] to measure and analyze the cloud performance variances.
Recently, there are some studies proposing various methods such
as dynamic scheduling and stochastic modeling to address the
resource provisioning problem considering cloud dynamics (or
uncertainties) [29]. However, those solutions are designed for a
specific goal while Prob can be adopted by different resource
provisioning methods to incorporate cloud dynamics.
Efficient probabilistic methods. The probabilistic distribution
model has been adopted in different research domains to improve
the optimization results in dynamic environments. In database field,
efficiently evaluating probabilistic queries over imprecise data is a
9

hot research topic. Many pruning mechanisms have been proposed
to improve the efficiencies of answering probabilistic queries such as
top-k [19], aggregations and nearest neighbor [21] on probabilistic
databases [6]. Different from those studies, Prob is specially
designed for the performance optimizations of data processing
workflows. In big data processing, UP [16] is a probabilistic
method which studies the uncertainty propogation in data processing
systems to achieve bounded accurate data processing with uncertain
data. However, this method assumes given probability distribution
while Prob does not have any assumption on the distribution of
cloud dynamics. 3Sigma [23] is another distribution-based method
proposed for cluster scheduling considering runtime uncertainty.
However, different from Prob, this work does not consider the
uncertainty propagation problem in complicated job structures such
as workflows, and experimented with mapper only jobs.
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CONCLUSION

We propose a probabilistic optimization runtime named Prob for
resource provisioning of workflows considering system variations.
Specifically, we focus on the cloud system and model cloud dynamics as time-dependent random variables. Prob takes their probability
distributions as optimization input to resource provisioning problems
of workflows and thus can have a better view of system performance
and generate more accurate optimization results. The main challenge
of Prob is the large computation overhead due to complex workflow
structures and the costly distribution calculations. To address this
challenge, we propose three pruning techniques to simplify workflow
structure and reduce the distribution evaluation overhead. We
implement our techniques in a runtime library, which allows users
to incorporate efficient probabilistic optimization into their existing
resource provisioning methods. Experiments on real cloud show
that probabilistic solutions can improve the performance by 51%
compared to state-of-the-art static solutions while guaranteeing
budget constraint, and our pruning techniques can greatly reduce the
overhead of probabilistic optimization. As future work, we plan to
study Prob on more use cases and different systems.
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